
Search Engine                   prefer certain  Search Engine                   prefer certain  Search Engine                   prefer certain  Search Engine                   prefer certain  
websites - is yours one of them?websites - is yours one of them?websites - is yours one of them?

research problemresearch problemresearch problem
Website designers are not considering the 
visibility of a webpage to search engine crawlers visibility of a webpage to search engine crawlers 
as a design element findingsas a design element

No empirical research could be found which ranks 

findings
No empirical research could be found which ranks 
the factors to be considered to improve website 

visibility. This results in designers not knowing visibility. This results in designers not knowing 
which factors to spend more time on in the quest which factors to spend more time on in the quest 
for high rankings

- Seventeen elements with a positive contribution - Seventeen elements with a positive contribution 
to website visibility are ranked in the Weideman 

Model

objectives
Model

objectivesobjectives

- To identify those website design elements - To identify those website design elements 
considered by SEO practitioners and academics to 

contribute to an increase in ranking

- To rank these elements to allow focused efforts in 
website design conclusionconclusion
website design conclusionconclusion

- The most positive element is the quality 

conclusionconclusion
- The most positive element is the quality 
and quantity of inlinksand quantity of inlinks

- The second most positive element is the correct use - The second most positive element is the correct use 
of keywords

- The top five positive elements should be 
seriously considered when a mission critical 

investigative questions
seriously considered when a mission critical 

website is designed for maximum visibility

investigative questions
website is designed for maximum visibility

investigative questions
- Which design elements - Which design elements 
contribute to website visibility?

- How  can these elements be - How  can these elements be 
ranked?

significance
- How  can these results be combined to provide guidelines 

significancesignificance
- How  can these results be combined to provide guidelines 
to web designers? significancesignificancesignificance

- The model produced by this 
research provides clear guidance on research provides clear guidance on 

which positive website visibility 

research                 method
elements should receive more 
attention in website designresearch                 method

research methodology
attention in website designresearch                 method

research methodologyresearch methodology
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